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International carbon markets: fuelling new opportunities for Australia. 

 

The world’s economies, Australia and China included, are falling short on their ambitious 

decarbonisation plans. An under-supply of abatements, and an over-supply of obligations, is driving 

greater consideration of how international carbon markets can enhance national climate strategies. 

 

Australia is well placed to take a lead role in the development of carbon markets to grow our own 

economy and build global influence to assist others as they transform theirs. 

 

As covered in ACBC’s 2022 Climate Collaborations Report the climate challenge will affect every 

area of Australia’s economy from energy to mining, transport, finance, the built environment and 

agriculture. 

 

This month, we look at the economics of carbon markets and the innovation and investment 

opportunities for Australia. 

 

Can carbon smarts replace coal? 

 

The gap1 between our collective global emission reduction targets and our current efforts to 

decarbonise is widening daily, leading many2 to highlight the need to accelerate actions addressing 

the climate challenge to hold the world to 2o C warming. 

  

 

 
1 Climate Action Tracker Emissions Gap  
2 IEA Australia Climate Action Report  

https://climateactiontracker.org/global/cat-emissions-gaps/
https://www.iea.org/news/australia-has-raised-its-climate-targets-and-now-needs-to-accelerate-its-clean-energy-transition-says-new-iea-review
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With a 20 gigatonne shortfall in global emissions re-balance3, keeping the biosphere under 2oC 

warming requires a team effort which is why ACBC’s Green Channel reinforces the call for “Net 

Zero faster, together”.  

So, this month we’re bringing attention to developments in China’s Carbon Markets4 and why we 

think they should be of strategic importance to Australia. 

Australia’s Green Economy opportunity 

 

Australia’s leadership in carbon markets post-GFC was short-lived5, however the then Climate 

Minister, Senator Penny Wong, was not alone highlighting the need to introduce market-based 

mechanisms6 to address the negative effect of climate-warming carbon emissions from our 

economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the best efforts of subsequent Coalition governments to “axe-the-tax7, Australia’s current 

Renewable Energy Superpower8 status is built on the back of a ‘stack9’ of regulatory developments 

and financial instruments introduced over a decade ago that enabled Australia to build out its 

renewable energy generation and grid integration capacity to what is now a working pilot case study 

for the world.  

 

 
3 UNEP Emissions Gap Report   
4 China Ministry of Ecology & Environment Opinions  
5 Australia's Carbon Emissions Trading announcement 2008  
6 Garnaut Review 2008     
7 Australia's Clean Energy Act 2011  
8 Renewable Energy Superpower  
9 Australian Clean Energy Regulator on Carbon Markets  

https://www.carbonbrief.org/unep-current-climate-commitments-are-weak-promises-not-yet-delivered/
https://www.mee.gov.cn/xxgk2018/xxgk/xxgk06/202303/t20230330_1024693.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/australia-to-set-up-carbon-trading-scheme-by-2010/articleshow/3239489.cms?from=mdr
https://webarchive.nla.gov.au/awa/20190509040128/http:/www.garnautreview.org.au/index.htm
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2011A00131
https://asialink.unimelb.edu.au/insights/more-than-hot-air-what-australia-needs-to-do-to-be-a-renewable-energy-superpower
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/Infohub/Markets/Pages/About-Carbon-Markets.aspx
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We’re not yet a green economy10, however the potential to share our experience to date with 

international trading partners like China could go a long way to helping us achieve our green 

economy ambitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10 Australia's Trade data May 2023  

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/international-trade/international-trade-goods-and-services-australia/may-2023
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This is why we believe the converging vectors of emissions gap, renewable energy growth and 

carbon markets within the green economy transition are of strategic importance to Australia, and 

why we need to improve the stickiness of our local market offering if we’re to succeed in the 

burgeoning Green Economic future. 

 

Australia’s Green Innovation Credentials  

 

Weaving between the tangled web of Australia’s national and state-based contestable gas and 

electricity markets, renewable energy targets11 and a conflicted gen-tailer distribution system, the 

transition of Australia’s National Electricity Grid12 to a renewable energy-fed system inspired 

Australian entrepreneurs to deliver some ingenious world firsts, including: 

● installer training and accreditation driving productivity and safety;13 

● installer quoting software driving sales and estimating efficiencies;14 

● large-scale wind and solar generation balanced with fossil-fuel dominant grid integration. 

● Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) registry15 supported by certificate trading software;16 

● frequency controlling and Ancillary service providing inverters and battery systems;17 and  

● the flourishing of new cloud-based system integration and asset management software18 

All this innovation was made possible on the back of billions of dollars of private investment flowing 

from the carbon credits generated by Australia’s renewable energy target - large-scale generation 

certificates (LGCs) and small-scale technology certificates (STCs). 

 

 
11 South Australia 100% RE target  
12 Australia's Electricity Market  
13 Clean Energy Council installer accreditation  
14 Rooftop Mapping  
15 REC Registry  
16 Certificate Trading software  
17 Musk Tesla Battery success South Australia  
18 VPP Battery fleet software  

https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/states-and-regions/south-australias-100-percent-renewable-energy-transformation
https://www.aemc.gov.au/energy-system/electricity/electricity-system/NEM
https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/industry/installers/accreditation-process
https://www.nearmap.com/us/en/industries/solar-lead-generation?utm_source=Paid%20Search&utm_medium=adwords&utm_campaign=21q3-Monkeymedia_pil_gov_&utm_term=paid&sfc=7012x000000p6QDAAY&campaignid=12249165991&adsetid=120993325647&adid=496150423164
https://www.recagents.org.au/current-members-2/
https://www.recagents.org.au/
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a31350880/elon-musk-battery-farm/
https://evergen.energy/
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Market drivers have also led to a new suite of innovations in solar cell production19 and solar 

installation20. 

Australia’s carbon market 

ACCUs, NDCs and VERs  

 

Introduced in 2014 to replace the Gillard Government’s Clean Energy Act, Australia’s Emissions 

Reduction Fund, managed through the Clean Energy Regulator21 (CER), provided a new 

economic value for Australian emissions via Australian Carbon Credit Units22(ACCU’s).Criticised 

for redistributing investments from mitigation (ie: decarbonisation) to offsets (ie: transferring the 

CO2 reduction efforts to others), continued trade-offs (carbon passes) to heavy emitters under the 

new Safeguard Mechanism23 threaten the integrity24 of Australia’s Green Economy in a maturing 

world carbon market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
19 Sundrive solar  
20 5B Solar systems  
21 Australia's Clean Energy Regulator  
22 Australian Carbon Credit Units  
23 Safeguard Mechanism  
24 Carbon Offset Greenwashing   

https://www.sundrivesolar.com/
https://5b.co/
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/About-the-Emissions-Reduction-Fund
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/About-the-Emissions-Reduction-Fund/the-safeguard-mechanism
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/10/australia-carbon-farming-climate-environment/
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After lengthy industry engagement (read government administrative delays), Australia’s Clean 

Energy Regulator is in the last stages of launching Australia’s new Carbon Exchange25.  

The development of a new Unit Register could foster a new era of growth in Australian carbon 

market assets and associated tech innovations.  

Developments like the Indigenous Carbon Exchange26, Aboriginal Carbon Foundation27 and the 

Indigenous Carbon Industry Network28 further reinforce Australia’s ingenuity and progressiveness 

in drawing on First Nations knowledge in a global carbon industry with Indigenous organisations 

producing carbon credits through their carbon projects land management activities. 

Developing these with integrity and connecting with International markets will be a game-changer. 

These, along with other initiatives such as increased funding for the Australia's Renewable Energy 

Agency29 (ARENA), the Clean Energy Finance Corporation30 (CEFC) and the National  

 

 
25 Australian Carbon Exchange July 2023  
26 Indigenous Carbon Exchange  
27 Aboriginal Carbon Foundation  
28 Indigenous Carbon Industry Network  
29 ARENA 
30 CEFC  

https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/Infohub/Markets/australian-carbon-exchange
https://www.icin.org.au/icin_supports_australian_carbon_exchange
https://www.abcfoundation.org.au/
https://www.icin.org.au/
https://arena.gov.au/
https://www.cefc.com.au/
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Reconstruction Fund31 will provide some fresh oxygen (or should that be hydrogen?) to fuel 

ambitions for Australia to be a Green Economy superpower. 

Because WOW, are we going to need it…. 

Australia - Green Energy Superpower? 

As always is the case in the energy transition discussion, Australia’s scope 1 and 2 emissions32 

(excluding exports33 of ~400 million tonnes per year), within the context of global emissions (~50 

gigatonnes34), seems like we are only doing the bare minimum.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 National Reconstruction Fund  
32 Clean Energy Regulator website  
33 Australia's Exported Emissions  
34 Carbon Brief Oct 2022  
35 Our World in Data (Australia)  

https://www.industry.gov.au/news/national-reconstruction-fund
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/NGER/National%20greenhouse%20and%20energy%20reporting%20data
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-20/fact-check-australia-carbon-emissions-fossil-fuel-exports/11645670
https://www.carbonbrief.org/unep-meeting-global-climate-goals-now-requires-rapid-transformation-of-societies/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/australia?country=~AUS
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But just as we like to quote that we have the highest amount of solar PV installed per head in the 

world36, so too are we the highest per capita emitter of emissions37. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
36 Australia installed PV  
37 Australia's CO2 Emissions per capita  

https://reneweconomy.com.au/australia-again-tops-global-solar-per-capita-as-world-installs-240gw-of-pv-in-2022/
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/interactive-how-australia-compares-to-the-rest-of-the-world-on-co2-emissions/7oooxwnnm
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Green Energy superpower 

 

The world ticked over 1000 GW38 of installed solar PV generation capacity in 2022, with China 

installing half of that. Australia contributed ~4GW of solar PV in 2022 sitting us 9th globally, (and 6th 

overall on cumulative installations with our 30GW all up). Ironically, much of this is built with 

Chinese manufactured equipment39. However, while Australia installed 4GW, China installed 

400GW. Installing as much each quarter as what our total cumulative installed capacity is (30GW).  

And this does not include China’s 330+GW of wind and other hydro and nuclear renewable energy. 

China’s ambitions are not pegged to PV install rankings; they’re linked to its 2030 Peak Carbon goal 

and a high-quality growth driven 14th 5-Year Plan.  

What we’re highlighting in this newsletter is the potential for Australia to align our domestic activities 

(that support our national interests) with developments in carbon markets internationally, to drive 

new investment and new innovations at home and with our key trading partners. 

 

 

 
38 Our World in Data   
39 Solar PV Market share (Australia)  

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/installed-solar-PV-capacity
https://www.pv-magazine-australia.com/2023/04/14/top-pv-module-manufacturers-by-shipment-volume-in-2022/
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International carbon market industry growth 

 

According to the World Bank’s annual “State and Trends of Carbon Pricing”40 report, revenues from 

Carbon Taxes and Emissions Trading Systems (ETS) reached a record high of USD95 billion in 

2022.  

The Global Carbon Market is set to reach USD2.68 trillion by 202841 at a CAGR of 18.00%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
40 World Bank Caron Market Report 2023  
41 Research & Markets Global Carbon Credit Market to 2028 Report  

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2023/05/23/record-high-revenues-from-global-carbon-pricing-near-100-billion
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2023/04/19/2649843/28124/en/Global-Carbon-Credit-Market-2023-Sector-to-Reach-2-68-Trillion-by-2028-at-a-CAGR-of-18-23.html
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Green Finance 

 

Ignoring the pleas for no new fossil fuel production, when one acknowledges the SCALE of the 

carbon “Mitigation” challenge, (ie: exiting fossil-fuels), Australia also needs to consider the 

opportunities for attracting investment via “Adaptation” strategies42. 

According toa 2021 report by the Climate Policy Initiative, an increase of 590% is required to meet 

agreed objectives by 2030, and by UNEP’s Adaptation Gap Report, USD150-300 billion is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
42 Climate Policy Initiative - Global Gren Finance Landscape  

https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/global-landscape-of-climate-finance-2021/
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International Carbon Markets 

 

International carbon markets43 include the UN-led Clean Development Mechanism44 and 

Voluntary Emissions Reduction Standards45 that are administered by non-government 

organisations internationally and are increasingly linked to Nature Positive activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And they’re rolling out all over the world46… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
43 Centre for Strategic Studies review of Carbon Markets  
44 UNCC Clean Development Mechanism  
45 DNV Voluntary Markets.  
46 World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard  

https://www.csis.org/analysis/voluntary-carbon-markets-review-global-initiatives-and-evolving-models
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-kyoto-protocol/mechanisms-under-the-kyoto-protocol/the-clean-development-mechanism
https://www.dnv.co.uk/services/voluntary-emission-reduction-45634#:~:text=Specifically%2C%20the%20Voluntary%20Carbon%20Standard,ease%20and%20cost%20of%20use
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/
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The Carbon Market Ecosystem 

 

What follows any new market development is a new market ecosystem, and it is within this 

ecosystem that we see Australia’s Green Economic future will develop and encompass more than 

just climate science, and environmental remediation, but everything we do with Energy (green), 

Mining (green), Manufacturing (green), Finance (green), Built Environment (green), Agribusiness 

(green), Education, and Consumption (food, fashion, travel, homewares, etc).  

A Green Economy linking positive human activities to UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

Under the UN’s Clean Development Mechanism emission-reduction projects can earn certified 

emission reduction credits which can be sold to companies to meet emission reduction targets.  

This is creating a pipeline for investment attraction and new technological innovations. 

There are plenty of arguments about the impact of credits v offsets in on the path to Nature 

Positive47, however a scan of the membership of the International Emissions Trading 

Association48 (IETA) highlights the growth in participating members across greenhouse gas 

emitters, verifiers, certifiers, auditors, investors, insurers, traders, brokers, financial and commodity 

exchanges serving the greenhouse gas emissions trading market in developed, emerging 

economies and developing countries. 

Carbon Markets Ecosystem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
47 Australia Institute Pros and Cons  
48 International Emissions Trading Association  

https://australiainstitute.org.au/post/carbon-credits-and-offsets-explained/
https://www.ieta.org/
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Developments in the EU around its Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism49 have accelerated 

global discussions about a more integrated (integrity-focussed) international carbon market50. 

Currently, demand for international units and certificates in Australia is primarily driven by voluntary 

emissions reduction ambition, (ie businesses certifying their actions against the government-

backed Climate Active51 Carbon Neutral Standard52).  

The popularity53 of the offset programs exposed a few downsides54 to voluntary carbon markets, 

however the transition to a green economy is a process, and improvements are being made through 

market feedback55 and consumer demand with new global standards improving integrity. 

Core Carbon Principles 

In the world of voluntary emission reductions, Verified Emission Reductions (VERs) are created 

by projects which have been verified outside of the Kyoto Protocol (ie: non-Country Determined 

Reduction targets), with one VER equivalent to 1 tonne of CO2 emissions.  

Through projects linked to VERs, industries and individuals voluntarily compensate for their 

emissions, or fund projects that provide an additional contribution to mitigating climate change. VER 

projects are developed and calculated in compliance with one of several VER standards with rules 

defining how emission reductions are measured and are required to be verified by an independent 

third party.  

 

 

 
49 ADB on CBAM  
50 Carbon Pricing Wilson Centre Report June 2023  
51 Climate Active Certification  
52 DCCEEW Carbon Neutral Standards  
53 Climate Active Brands  
54 ABC Australia Institute on Climate Active claims  
55 DCCEEW review of ACCU's  

https://asiacleanenergyforum.adb.org/spotlight-session-impact-of-the-eus-carbon-border-adjustment-mechanism/
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/carbon-pricing-enters-middle-age
https://www.climateactive.org.au/be-climate-active/certification
https://www.dcceew.gov.au/climate-change/publications/climate-active-carbon-neutral-standard-for-organisations
https://www.climateactive.org.au/buy-climate-active/certified-brands
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2023-03-10/carbon-neutral-emissions-climate-active-greenwashing-companies/101991904
https://consult.dcceew.gov.au/independent-review-of-accu/submission/view/186
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Getting with the Program 

 

Of the 2000+ projects verified with VERRA Australia currently has 9 projects listed with VERRA.  

China has 103856. 

A quick glance at these projects provides a walk-up BD list of collaboration projects for Australian 

product and service providers with opportunities from farming to water, power, forestry, and waste 

management.  

Last year’s Kunming-Montreal Agreement at COP1557, led by China, went a long way to 

determining the framework for halting, and even reversing nature loss by 2050 and elevating the 

need for greater growth and integrity of Nature-based projects. 

Voluntary carbon credits, whilst historically transacted through bespoke bilateral agreements 

between buyer and seller, can increasingly be bought through specialised carbon credit exchanges 

and trading platforms leading to a forecast future market for tradable credits. 

And presto, a Carbon Market. 

 

 
56 VERRA China projects list  
57 COP15 Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework  

https://registry.verra.org/app/search/VCS/All%20Projects
https://www.cbd.int/article/cop15-final-text-kunming-montreal-gbf-221222
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Voluntary Carbon Markets in our Region. 

 

Given the requirements and projected growth of the voluntary carbon credit market, more 

established exchanges have launched their own offerings. CTRB & ICE in Europe, ICE, Nasdaq and 

NYMEX in US.  

In July 2022, HKEX announced the Hong Kong International Carbon Market Council to develop 

Hong Kong as an international carbon market leader and a hub for Asia (ANZ HKG a member) and 

launched their CORE Climate Marketplace58. Delegates on ACBC’s recent China business 

delegation were briefed on this new strategic direction by Hong Kong Government and HKEX 

representatives. 

This year Malaysia’s stock exchange launched the Bursa Carbon Exchange59 and is looking to 

grow accredited projects to attract investment. There are three carbon exchanges in Singapore60, 

with Climate Impact X61(CIX), (DBS Bank, Standard Chartered and Temasek), Cyberdyne Tech 

Exchange (CTX), and AirCarbonExchange (ACX). 

In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund (Public Investment Fund) and the Saudi 

stock exchange, Tadawul, launched VCM62 as their voluntary exchange for carbon credits. UAE, 

which invested in Singapore’s AirCarbonExchange, also launched a local version of ACX. 

As these developments highlight, there is ample room for Australia to ramp up its efforts.  

Fortunately, Australia’s new Carbon Exchange63 is on the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
58 HKEX CORE Climate Exchange  
59 Bursa Carbon Exchange Malaysia  
60 Singapore Exchange   
61 SGEX Climate Impact Exchange X  
62 VCM Saudi Arabia  
63 Australian Carbon Exchange July 2023  

https://www.hkex.com.hk/Join-Our-Market/Sustainable-Finance/Core-Climate?sc_lang=en
https://bcx.bursamalaysia.com/web
https://www.sgx.com/
https://www.climateimpactx.com/
https://vcm.com.sa/
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/Infohub/Markets/australian-carbon-exchange
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China’s “High Quality” Growth 

 

Many are quick to quote China’s burgeoning coal consumption (50% of global use) and related 

industrial emissions (25% of global emissions) when referencing its renewable energy activity64. 

However, some historical context needs to be provided to these figures, along with the challenging 

aspect that China’s per capita GDP is still only 25% that of the US, Singapore or Australia. 

However, considering China’s meteoric industrial transformation since the turn of the century, and 

associated meteoric emissions, logic (and China’s technocratic decision making) dictates that the 

old way of economic growth can’t continue. 

 
64 Climate Energy Finance China Q1 RE Report   

https://www.climateandcapitalmedia.com/new-green-energy-surges-past-coal-in-china/
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Despite the current fossil-fuel addiction, few65 are recognising all the work being done behind the 

scenes66 to accelerate China’s “high quality growth” and rapid industrial transformation.  

Even fewer considering the maths behind China’s role in global GDP67 now, and into the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
65 https://climateenergyfinance.org/  
66 Zhang, Y., Gong, S. A recent regulatory storm in China: theoretical interpretation and applicability. ARPE 2, 

1 (2023). https://doi.org/10.1007/s44216-023-00011-3  
67 IMF on China's role in global GDP  

https://climateenergyfinance.org/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s44216-023-00011-3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s44216-023-00011-3
https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2023/05/01/asia-poised-to-drive-global-economic-growth-boosted-by-chinas-reopening
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China’s Carbon Markets 

 

China’s 2060 Net Zero ambitions rely on it achieving its Peak Carbon goal by 2030. 

Despite all the nay-sayers, current installation activity sees China pulling forward its peak carbon 

and renewable energy generation targets by 2025. 

Mitigation by energy generation replacement alone however will not be enough, which is why some 

considerable work has been done on China’s own Emissions Trading Scheme (initially, only power 

generation), Voluntary Carbon Markets (abatement projects) and other financial incentives. 

King & Wood Mallesons’ most recent market update on China’s Voluntary Carbon Markets68 

opines69 that since moving the China Certified Emissions Reduction (CCER)70/ Carbon Credits from 

NDRC to the Ministry of Ecology & Environment71 following its halt in 2017, new rules currently 

under consultation will see the market move forward as a ‘conservative’ pace with a focus on 

“Authenticity, Uniqueness and Additionality72”.  

Australia has an opportunity to play a role in all these aspects. 

 
68 KWM March 2023 on Carbon Markets  
69 KWM China Voluntary Carbon Markets  
70 CCER  
71 China Ministry of Ecology and Environment  
72 "Additionality" in China Carbon Projects  

https://www.kwm.com/global/en/insights/latest-thinking/chinas-carbon-markets-set-to-expand-in-the-year-of-the-rabbit.html
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/EKJ_dHewJ1yeNzteQTBiyg
https://chinadialogue.net/en/digest/chinas-carbon-credit-system-to-restart-this-year/
https://www.mee.gov.cn/xxgk2018/xxgk/xxgk06/202303/t20230330_1024693.html
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA4NDMzNjMyNQ==&mid=2653301984&idx=3&sn=8527af274475e063a16b9e382c56cc37&chksm=843a474ab34dce5c4301b8023612af512338389ad63fe0e105a3102ab7683eec8476c49134c0&scene=21#wechat_redirect
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Carbon Market Forums 

 

Indeed, Australia is actually already heavily involved in China’s Carbon Markets, with people like 

ClientEarth’s Huw Slater73 (ANU/ Monash) co-authoring the annual China Carbon Pricing 

Survey74 for the China Carbon Forum75. Their 2023 report released this month, and also Huw is 

also intimately involved with China-EU ETS and Carbon Market dialogue and training.  

Along with the plethora of other industry activity underway in China to drive international 

engagement with their high-quality growth, China’s 5th Carbon Market Trading Development 

Forum76 also takes place in Beijing this week with a full program of government, academic and 

industry expertise on hand to hear about the feedback defining its Carbon Market development. 

Anyone from Australia going? 

Australia needs to be looking strategically into the implications of China’s developing Voluntary 

Carbon Markets and integrating Australia’s Carbon Exchange, new decarbonisation projects and 

deeper nature-based solutions that will drive our transition to a Green Economy. At a conservative 

estimate, China’s CCER spot market will reach about RMB 20 billion (USD2.8 billion) by 2025, 

according to a research report by Minsheng Securities.  

 
73 ACBC Green Channel Carbon Markets podcast episode  
74 China Carbon Pricing Survey  
75 China Carbon Forum   
76 China 5th Carbon Trading Market Development Forum  

https://www.buzzsprout.com/2096631/12209713
http://www.chinacarbon.info/
http://www.chinacarbon.info/
https://ideacarbon.org/news_free/59617/?pc=pc
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Australia’s Carbon Challenge 

 

Last year the UN77 reinforced that the world needs “wide-ranging, large-scale, rapid and systemic 

transformation” if we are to limit warming to under 2C.  

From now on, emissions must fall by 5% a year, and we reiterate again that just building out clean 

energy at our current rate, (requiring a 10 times level of investment in itself), is not enough. 

Australia’s Green Economy Opportunity 

 

Australia needs to encourage a wider range of industries and enterprises to participate in 

greenhouse gas emission reduction actions and support the development of 

● more renewable energy 

● forestry carbon sinks 

● methane utilisation  

● carbon reduction, and  

● carbon sink increases 

All are economy-driving initiatives. 

Strategically, Australia’s aid activity, 

international trade & investment 

development support focus, university 

research and commercialisation focus 

needs to align with this global challenge. 

Also, Australia needs to actively promote 

the development of large-scale 

decarbonisation projects, incorporating the 

at-scale use of new Australian technologies 

and services to build assets here, and 

develop products and services that are 

applicable to solve China’s (and other) 

global emission reduction requirements. 

This means that not only do we need to 

develop our own carbon market (supply and demand), but also build a bigger pipeline to attract a 

greater share of global green finance into Australian projects.  

Australia’s Green Economy 

Demand for Voluntary Credits is accelerating yet there is no organised effort to supply these 

projects at scale with the acceptable level of quality. Australia should be focussing on being a leader 

in this. While Australia is building out our own asset base, we should also be building up skills, 

products and services which will be of value in a market with 1,000 times our requirements – China.  

In this era of settling, not resetting, this new (Green) market opportunity should be the focus for 

defining Australia’s future market engagement with China providing clarity for Australian business. 

 

 
77 UN on Climate Goals Carbon Brief  

https://www.carbonbrief.org/unep-meeting-global-climate-goals-now-requires-rapid-transformation-of-societies/
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Australia’s Carbon bridge  

 

The urgency caused by historical delays in decarbonisation means resources must not only be 

applied towards expanding the quantity and diversity of Verifiable Carbon Projects, but we also 

need to act with speed.  

Speed - “I feel the need, the need for speed” 

 

Supply-side project developments have experienced78 exceptionally long lead times between initial 

investment, and the sale of offsets. This timeframe must be shortened considerably if we are to get 

these new markets functioning in time to make the impact required in the decade ahead. 

Australia did this with its many innovative industry-wide solutions in large-scale and roof-top solar, 

wind and battery development, installation and commissioning. We can do it again. With a plan. 

Scale  

 

We must also address the issue of volume, (ie: thinks gigatonnes v kilograms). Individual kg-related 

offsets are nice (like the odd plane ticket offset), but our emissions gap is blowing out daily, and 

there will also be a few billion more people on the planet by 2100.  

We need more projects FAST. 

This doesn’t mean we must sacrifice quality, but we need new mechanisms that aggregate offsets 

at impact-level volumes. This again will drive technology innovations, of which Australia is a leader.  

Scope 

 

Finally, we must expand the geographic scope of market participation beyond our borders and 

beyond the ’Live-Aid’ ideals of third-world country forestry. Efforts to better incorporate carbon 

offsets into Nationally Determined Contributions and plans for biodiversity protection initiatives 

should be pursued in all countries and regions.  

What next? 

 

Australia should be the carbon king, but in a good way. 

 

After a lost decade Australia (industry & government) should be looking at new opportunities for new 

products, in new markets to take the lead in our Green Economic future. 

Doing more already, or want to do more? Contact ACBC’s Green Channel lead, Anthony Coles, to 

register your interest in our next ACBC China Carbon Market discovery tour / market development 

delegation. 

Anthony Coles, Chair, ACBC Net Zero Working Group. 

anthony.coles@acbc.com.au   
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Further Links: 

China Carbon Exchange - https://www.cbex.com.cn/   https://www.cbex.com.cn/ywwz/home/cbeex/  

Beijing Green Finance Association - http://www.bgfa.org.cn/ 

China Biodiversity Conservation and Green Development Foundation - http://www.cbcgdf.org/NewsShow/5033/23394.html  

China Academy of Environmental Planning Carbon Neutral Centre -  

http://www.caep.org.cn/sy/tdftzhyjzx/zxdt/202306/t20230605_1032563.shtml  

Institute for Global Decarbonisation Progress - http://www.igdp.cn/  

Green Association of Industrial Parks - https://greendev.org.cn/  

Institute of Energy Research & Planning Peking University - https://www.ccetp.cn/sy  

*China Carbon Neutrality Tracker - https://ccnt.igdp.cn/action-topics  

HSBC https://www.hsbc.com/insight/topics/the-vital-role-of-voluntary-carbon-markets 

Hong Kong Exchange -  

https://www.hkex.com.hk/Join-Our-Market/Sustainable-Finance/Core-Climate 

Saudi Arabia Exchange - https://vcm.com.sa/  

Climate Policy Initiative - Climate Finance https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/global-landscape-of-climate-

finance-a-decade-of-data/  

NatureMetrics - COP15 https://sustainablebrands.com/read/new-metrics/cop15-environmental-dna-technology-enables-

world-first-nature-performance-monitoring-service  

https://www.cbex.com.cn/
https://www.cbex.com.cn/ywwz/home/cbeex/
http://www.bgfa.org.cn/
http://www.cbcgdf.org/NewsShow/5033/23394.html
http://www.caep.org.cn/sy/tdftzhyjzx/zxdt/202306/t20230605_1032563.shtml
http://www.igdp.cn/
https://greendev.org.cn/
https://www.ccetp.cn/sy
https://ccnt.igdp.cn/action-topics
https://www.hsbc.com/insight/topics/the-vital-role-of-voluntary-carbon-markets
https://www.hkex.com.hk/Join-Our-Market/Sustainable-Finance/Core-Climate
https://vcm.com.sa/
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/global-landscape-of-climate-finance-a-decade-of-data/
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/global-landscape-of-climate-finance-a-decade-of-data/
https://sustainablebrands.com/read/new-metrics/cop15-environmental-dna-technology-enables-world-first-nature-performance-monitoring-service
https://sustainablebrands.com/read/new-metrics/cop15-environmental-dna-technology-enables-world-first-nature-performance-monitoring-service

